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The Ultracold Neutron Asymmetry (UCNA) experiment was designed to measure the β-decay
asymmetry parameter, A0, for free neutron decay. In the experiment, polarized ultracold neutrons
are transported into a decay trap, and their β-decay electrons are detected with ≈ 4pi acceptance
into two detector packages which provide position and energy reconstruction. The experiment also
has sensitivity to bn, the Fierz interference term in the neutron β-decay rate. In this work, we
determine bn from the energy dependence of A0 using the data taken during the UCNA 2011-2013
run. In addition, we present the same type of analysis using the earlier 2010 A dataset. Motivated
by improved statistics and comparable systematic errors compared to the 2010 data-taking run, we
present a new bn measurement using the weighted average of our asymmetry dataset fits, to obtain
bn = 0.066 ± 0.041stat ± 0.024syst which corresponds to a limit of −0.012 < bn < 0.144 at the 90%
confidence level.
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Standard Model predictions of the electroweak sector
can be tested using precision measurements of nuclear
β-decay and free neutron β-decay parameters. There are
many past and current experiments to measure these de-
cay parameters such as lifetimes, angular/spin correla-
tions, and energy spectra, to name a few [1–7]. The
Fierz interference term is one such decay parameter in
the neutron β-decay rate (explained below) which van-
ishes in the Standard Model but would serve as a probe
for beyond Standard Model physics in scalar and tensor
couplings [1, 4, 8, 9].
In this publication, the UCNA collaboration presents
a measurement of the Fierz interference term, bn, using
the energy-dependence of the neutron β-decay asymme-
try for the 2010 [10], and 2011-2013 data-taking runs [11].
For completeness, the electron energy spectra from the
2011-2013 data-taking runs are also used to extract bn
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2as was done for the 2010 dataset [9]. The experiment
was designed to extract the neutron β-decay asymmetry
parameter, A0, and as such was not optimized for a spec-
tral measurement of neutron decay products. Thus, as
shown in [9], the systematic uncertainty is much larger
than the statistical uncertainty when bn is extracted from
the energy dependence of the decay spectrum. In con-
trast, when bn is extracted from the energy dependence
of the decay asymmetry A(E) the systematic uncertainty
can be much smaller than the statistical uncertainty, as
shown in this analysis.
In the Standard Model for neutron β-decay the free
neutron will decay with a half-life of approximately 15
minutes [12, 13] via the decay channel n→ p+ e− + νe.
The differential neutron decay rate, dΓ, contains a set
of correlation coefficients which relate the various under-
lying weak interaction effects to the outgoing kinemat-
ics of the decay products (the proton p, β-decay elec-
tron e−, and the electron antineutrino νe). Express-
ing the neutron decay rate in terms of the neutron spin,
~σn = ~Jn/| ~Jn|, and momenta, ~pe, ~pν , and total energies,
Ee, Eν , of the final state particles gives [14]:
dΓ =W(Ee)
[
1 + a
~pe · ~pν
EeEν
+ bn
me
Ee
+A
~pe · ~σn
Ee
+B
~pν · ~σn
Eν
+ · · ·
]
dEedEν dΩedΩν ,
(1)
where W(Ee) includes the total decay rate (e.g. 1/τn)
and the phase space along with recoil-order, radiative
and Coulomb corrections. The correlation coefficients
also include recoil-order corrections.
The A coefficient is termed the beta asymmetry coeffi-
cient and was the original goal of the UCNA experiment
[10, 11, 15–19]. Since these A measurements required
timing, position, and energy reconstruction of β-decay
electrons, they also allow for a spectral measurement of
neutron β-decay.
The bn term in Eq. 1 corresponds to an energy distor-
tion of the neutron β-decay spectrum and hence would
provide a signature in any measurement of kinematic
quantities. Namely, bn survives after integrating over
all angle and energy variables for the proton and the an-
tineutrino [8]:
dΓb(Ee) =
(
1 + bn
me
Ee
)
W(Ee) dEe. (2)
where Ee is the electron’s total energy.
In the Standard Model with the presence of only V-
A (vector axial-vector) interactions, bn = 0 [8] (noting,
again, that energy-dependent radiative and recoil order
terms are absorbed in W). Hence, bn 6= 0 serves as a
probe of beyond Standard Model scalar or tensor cou-
plings/interactions. Furthermore, setting a limit on bn
is important for all other correlation coefficient measure-
ments since they would, in principle, be distorted by the
presence of a bn 6= 0 energy distortion [8].
This work utilizes the data taken by the UCNA ex-
periment in data-taking runs 2010, 2011-2012, and 2012-
2013 by the UCNA collaboration. The UCNA experi-
ment is located at Los Alamos National Laboratory, at
the Utracold Neutron facility at the Los Alamos Neu-
tron Science Center. Previous works have extensively
detailed the UCNA experiment [9–11, 15, 16, 20]. As
a short overview, neutrons are produced from a tung-
sten spallation target [21–23], cooled to ultracold neutron
(UCN) energies (< 350 neV), polarized and transported
to a main spectrometer [24, 25]. Within the spectrome-
ter, UCNs undergo β-decay and the decay electrons are
directed towards two detectors on either end of the spec-
trometer by a 1 T magnetic field, effectively giving 4pi
acceptance of β-decay electrons. The two detectors are
hereafter denoted detectors “1” and “2”.
In the UCNA apparatus, four detector count rates are
measured corresponding to the two detectors and the two
neutron spin directions1. These rates can be written as
a function of decay electron total energy, Ee, and angle,
θ, between the neutron spin and electron momentum by
using Eq. 1 and integrating over the neutrino momen-
tum:
r↑1(Ee) =
1
2η1(Ee)N
↑ (1 + bnme/Ee +Ay(Ee)) W(Ee),
r↑2(Ee) =
1
2η2(Ee)N
↑ (1 + bnme/Ee −Ay(Ee)) W(Ee),
r↓1(Ee) =
1
2η1(Ee)N
↓ (1 + bnme/Ee −Ay(Ee)) W(Ee),
r↓2(Ee) =
1
2η2(Ee)N
↓ (1 + bnme/Ee +Ay(Ee)) W(Ee),
(3)
where, for example, r↑2 corresponds to the rate in detec-
tor 2 for spin ↑ (neutron polarization aligned with the
imposed magnetic field), y(Ee) ≡ 〈P 〉β 〈cos θ〉, with
〈P 〉 the average polarization, and β = v/c with v the
β-decay electron velocity, and c the speed of light. These
four rates are expressed in terms of the detector efficien-
cies, η1,2(Ee), and the number of stored UCN for the spin
states, N↑,↓.
The super-ratio [15, 16], hereafter denoted SR, can be
defined in terms of the measured, energy-dependent, de-
tector count rates in the 1-2 detectors for the two spin
states [11, 20], r
↑(↓)
1(2)(Ee):
SR =
r↓1(Ee)r
↑
2(Ee)
r↑1(Ee)r
↓
2(Ee)
(4)
In this definition of the super-ratio, differences in detec-
tor efficiencies (parametrized by the η1,2(Ee)) and dif-
ferences in integrated counts between the spin states
(parametrized by N↑,↓) cancel out. Energy-dependent
non-linearities are also suppressed at first-order.
1 In the UCNA experiment, neutrons are loaded in sequence with
their spins aligned or anti-aligned with the magnetic field. The
ordering, in addition to background runs and depolarization
runs, is grouped together into an “octet”. More details can be
found in [20].
3The asymmetry as a function of energy can then be
calculated from the super-ratio as
Ameasured(Ee) =
1−√SR
1 +
√
SR
= PnA0β 〈cos θ〉 (5)
and the asymmetry parameter, A0, can be extracted once
the terms β, cos θ, and polarizations Pn are known [11,
16].
When bn is non-zero, A0 acquires an energy-dependent
distortion [8]:
A0,b(Ee) =
A0
1 + bn
me
Ee
(6)
We can therefore fit the measured asymmetry as a func-
tion of total electron energy, Ee, to find bn. We note that
A0, bn are the only free parameters.
The systematic uncertainties in our analysis are quite
different for the two bn extraction methods presented
here: fitting the energy-dependence of the asymmetry
(Eq. 6) vs. fitting the electron energy spectrum shape
(Eq. 2). In the asymmetry data fit, most energy cali-
bration systematic uncertainties are suppressed (to first
order) in the super-ratio, Eq. 4. We will examine sev-
eral potential sources of systematic uncertainty and their
contribution to the asymmetry data. We first discuss the
energy calibration uncertainty since it dominates the un-
certainty in the spectral fit, and provides a suppressed
but non-trivial correction and uncertainty to the asym-
metry data fit.
Using the method described in [9, 11], we can con-
struct an energy uncertainty envelope from the calibra-
tion source data-taking runs during 2011-2013. In this
analysis, we use an asymmetric error envelope. The final
error envelopes chosen are shown in Fig. 1. The energy
calibration for 2012-2013 has wider error bands than the
2011-2012 energy calibration. This is likely due to sev-
eral factors: there were less low-energy calibration runs
taken in 2012-2013 and one of the PMTs on detector 2
was missing a gain monitor for the duration of the 2012-
2013 run. Ultimately, this may have affected the energy
reconstruction.
In order to estimate the systematic uncertainty due
to the energy calibration uncertainty, we examine the
distribution of extracted bn values when applying a sta-
tistical distribution of different energy calibration vari-
ations. As in [9], non-linear calibration variations, up
to second-order polynomials, are sampled and accepted
with relative probabilities based on whether they pop-
ulate the 1-, 2-, or 3-σ bands of the energy error enve-
lope. These calibration variation polynomials are then
checked by comparing their energy calibration residual
distribution (namely, the width of the residual distribu-
tion) against the width of the measured error envelope at
131 keV, 368 keV, 511 keV, 998 keV, which corresponds
to the mean energy for our four calibration source peaks
of 137Ce, 113Sn, and 207Bi (207Bi has two energy peaks
for calibration). Each energy calibration variation is then
Figure 1. Error envelopes used in the analysis to generate
energy calibration variations. Each error envelope is plotted
with 1- and 2-σ bands. Note that in the actual sampling of
energy calibration variations, up to 3-σ bands are used. The
2010 error envelope can be found in [9].
re-sampled against a theoretical χ2 distribution with the
number of degrees of freedom equal to one. By forcing
the distribution of variations to obey a χ2 distribution,
the re-sampled distribution of energy calibration varia-
tions can be approximated as statistical. The final en-
ergy calibration variations produced after χ2 re-sampling
are used to estimate the spread in bn due to the energy
calibration uncertainty.
Due to the asymmetric uncertainty envelopes, the en-
ergy calibration variations introduce a bias in fitted bn
values. We estimate this by taking a bn = 0 Monte Carlo
asymmetry (with statistical errors given by the data) and
first converting A0 into A(E) by multiplying by energy-
dependent terms such as β = v/c, weak magnetism, re-
coil, and radiative corrections. Next, the binned energy
centers are shifted according to the energy calibration
variation. Finally, the new, varied A(E)′ is divided by
the aforementioned energy dependent effects with new
energy E′ to recover an A′0. The distribution of energy
calibration variation effects on the extraction of bn for the
asymmetry data can be seen in Fig. 2. The bias in the
mean bn fit after applying the calibration variations is ap-
plied as a correction. We ultimately apply a bias correc-
tion of 0.0050 for 2011-2012, 0.0075 for 2012-2013 asym-
metry dataset extractions. Note the 2010 dataset has a
4nb
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Figure 2. Distribution of each year’s energy calibration varia-
tions applied prior to bn fit from the asymmetry data. This is
Monte Carlo asymmetry data with bn = 0 and central value of
A0 set to each dataset’s extracted (Eq. 6) A0 value. Note the
2010 distribution is peaked at bn = 0 because the symmet-
ric error envelope (see [9]) allows for more energy calibration
variations near the polynomial with zero variation.
symmetric error envelope so there is no bias correction.
Furthermore, we check the spread in bn bias for differ-
ent Monte Carlo input bn = ±σb,stat. This small spread
in bias is added as an additional uncertainty: ≈ 0.0005
(2011-2012), ≈ 0.0006 (2012-2013). It is conservatively
assumed to be correlated with and hence added linearly
to the energy calibration variation error, and the final re-
sults are shown in the “Energy Response” entry in Table
I.
In addition, various systematic effects which could in-
fluence the bn fit to the super-ratio asymmetry data are
examined: electron backscattering and angle correction,
background subtraction, detector efficiency, energy reso-
lution, inner Bremsstrahlung, along with the aforemen-
tioned energy calibration variation (see Table I for a sum-
mary). Limits were set based on our GEANT4 simula-
tions used in previous analyses [15, 16].
The dominant uncertainties in the asymmetry analy-
sis result from β-decay electron scattering effects. In the
UCNA detector, β-decay electrons can “backscatter” -
scatter off materials and trigger either multiple detectors
or a detector opposite its initial direction of propaga-
tion. In addition, there is an energy loss associated with
the angular acceptance of β-decay electrons, denoted the
cos θ effect (more details in [16, 20]). These two effects
account for the dominant energy-dependent systematic
uncertainty in A0 and must therefore be accounted for in
a bn extraction from the asymmetry. The systematic shift
due to these effects is estimated by looking at the uncer-
tainty in the correction applied to the asymmetry. For
backscattering, we take a maximum +(-) 0.31% deviation
in A0,b at the low end of the fit region and a correspond-
ing -(+) 0.31% deviation at the high end, as determined
in [11, 16]. We use a linear distortion to the asymme-
try from these points to get a deviation in the slope of
A0,b, and fit to Eq. 6 to get a 1σb interval for bn, which
yields σb,backscattering = 0.013. For energy loss due to
angular acceptance, we repeat the same procedure with
a maximum +(-) 0.31% deviation at the low end of the
fit region and a corresponding -(+) 0.51% deviation at
the high end, which yields σb,cos θ = 0.017. We note that
we conservatively took the larger uncertainty in Monte
Carlo corrections between 2011-2012, 2012-2013 but that
the different uncertainties ultimately give ∆σb ≈ 0.001.
To estimate the 1σ systematic uncertainty due to the
background, we took 2× 107 simulated neutron β-decay
events (with spin up/down) and applied a 1σ shift to the
two detector rates based on the background model used
in the analysis of A [16]. This shifted the counts in every
bin in both detectors2, for both spin states, higher and
lower by 1σ based on Gaussian counting statistics, which
apply to the background model. Fitting with Eq. 6 limits
the uncertainty at σb,background < 0.009.
The systematic effect on β event acceptance due to de-
tector efficiency is estimated by simulating a variation of
±20% on the inefficiency of the detector, which was the
same method as in [9]. This gives σb,efficiency = 0.002.
We note that the efficiency in 2011-2012, 2012-2013 is
> 98% above the low-energy cut region in this analy-
sis, compared to > 90% in [9], due to the 40 keV higher
low-energy cut. We note that in [9] the backscattering
and cos θ corrections were implicitly encompassed in the
Monte Carlo detector efficiency. However, for the asym-
metry data, a separate correction was applied and hence
those systematic uncertainties are separated out.
The systematic uncertainty due to energy resolution
was estimated by “smearing” each simulated event’s en-
ergy by a Gaussian with its width given by the energy
resolution at that event’s true energy. The energy reso-
lution for both years’ dataset was ≈ 7% at kinetic energy
1 MeV. A reasonable maximum variation of ±10% on the
energy resolution gives σb,resolution = 0.0002.
The effect of detecting photons from inner
Bremsstrahlung as a potential energy distortion in
our spectral measurements can be estimated by noting
that the UCNA detector has an efficiency of ≈ 10−4
for 400 keV gamma rays to deposit > 0 keV energy,
taken from a GEANT4 simulation. Additionally, there
is a solid angle suppression factor of ≈ 10−5. Finally,
applying the branching ratio for detectable photons
measured in [26] (≈ 3 × 10−3), we conclude that for
≈ 5.3 × 107 decays a negligible number would have
produced a Bremsstrahlung γ + β coincidence in our
detector. We note that any energy distortion due
to undetected photons from inner Bremsstrahlung is
already incorporated in the GEANT4 simulation used in
this analysis.
2 While the actual background model used rates, conversion to
counts was done using the live-time ratios.
5Type of uncertainty Systematic uncertainty on bn
Energy Response σb = 0.007
Electron Backscattering σb = 0.013
cos θ Energy Loss σb = 0.017
Background Subtraction σb < 0.009
Detector Efficiency σb = 0.002
Energy Resolution σb = 0.0002
Table I. Summary of systematic uncertainties on bn greater
than 10−4. The energy calibration variation uncertainty is
computed for different error envelopes (see Fig. 1), however
the values are ultimately the same for all three datasets.
The asymmetry data published in [10, 11] is used to ex-
tract a measurement of bn, with all corrections being ap-
plied for the following effects: missed backscatter events,
cos θ effects, depolarization, and theoretical radiative and
recoil order corrections. This data with the fit function
given by Eq. 6 is shown in Fig. 3. Here, the error bars
are purely statistical.
The analysis described in this publication was blinded.
Blinding was done on the asymmetry data by selecting
an unknown bblind ∈ [−0.075, 0.075] and multiplying the
asymmetry data as a function of energy by Eq. 6, where
bn is bblind. We note this also blinds the fitted A0, since
it changes the average value of the asymmetry over the
fitted energy range. The spectral data was blinded by al-
tering the bn = 0 processed Monte Carlo used in the Eq.
2 fit. We take an (unknown) number of events from a
bn = 0 spectrum and combine them with an (unknown)
number from a bn = ∞ (i.e. Eq. 2 with only the meEe
term) or a bn = −1 spectrum, thus creating a final spec-
trum with bblind. Note we select from a range of mixing
values such that bblind ∈ [−0.075, 0.075]. All analysis
cut decisions such as energy fit region, weighting of en-
ergy calibration variations, and weighted averaging pro-
cedure were decided prior to unblinding. The asymmetry
datasets and the spectral datasets for 2011-2013 had dif-
ferent blinding factors, but each year’s datasets had the
same blinding factor. The 2010 asymmetry dataset was
not blinded.
The energy range used in the bn extractions is the
same as that which was chosen for the A analysis:
220− 670 keV for 2010 [10, 15], 190− 740 keV for 2011-
2013 [11, 16]. This is chosen to improve our statistical
power while also minimizing the various systematic ef-
fects discussed earlier. The dependence of the bn extrac-
tion on the chosen energy fit region was examined. The
low energy cut, Elow, is fit for Elow ± 30 keV for the
2011-2012, 2012-2013 asymmetry datasets. The high en-
ergy cut, Ehigh, is fit for Ehigh±60 keV. The average shift
in bn from the low energy cut variation is ≈ 0.003, and
from the high energy cut variation is ≈ 0.009. Further
systematic studies showed that the dependence of the fi-
nal, weighted averaged bn extraction was not significantly
dependent on the energy fit region as compared with the
nominal energy region that was optimized in the original
Figure 3. Asymmetry data shown for (top) 2010, (middle)
2011-2012, and (bottom) 2012-2013 datasets. Corresponding
fit function Eq. 6 plotted in red. The vertical dashed lines
denote the energy fit region (see text). Only the data within
the energy fit region is shown.
A analysis.
Upon fitting the asymmetry datasets, we also obtain
values for the asymmetry parameter A0. For the 2010
dataset, we obtain A0 = −0.1231±0.0048. For the 2011-
2012 dataset, we obtain A0 = −0.1258± 0.0044. For the
2012-2013 dataset, we obtain A0 = −0.1236± 0.0059. In
previous publications [10, 11, 17] the reported error on
A0 is factor ≈ 10× smaller. This is due to the fact that
under the assumption of b = 0 in the Standard Model,
there is no correlated error with a bn term. However,
once one allows for bn as a free parameter, the error in
the A0 extraction becomes highly correlated with, and
indeed dominated by the error in the bn extraction. We
note that these results for A0 agree with the previous
analyses where b = 0 was assumed.
For comparison to the bn values extracted from the
6Measurement type bn fit value bn statistical error bn systematic error fit range [keV]
χ2
ndf
Nevents [10
6]
2011-2012 spectrum 0.072 0.0042 −0.101/+ 0.108 195-645 2.2 22
2012-2013 spectrum 0.044 0.0079 −0.117/+ 0.174 195-645 5.1 9.1
2011-2012 asymmetry 0.087 0.063 ± 0.024 190-740 0.71 23
2012-2013 asymmetry 0.046 0.083 ± 0.024 190-740 0.86 9.4
2010 asymmetry 0.052 0.071 ± 0.024 220-670 0.94 21
〈basymm〉 = 0.066± 0.041stat ± 0.024syst
Table II. Summary of 1σ fit results for 5 independent measurements of bn. The number of events is given after all cuts
are applied. The spectral extractions use the energy calibration uncertainty combined in quadrature with other systematic
uncertainties estimated with the techniques in [9]. Only the asymmetry results (bold values) are used in the weighted average.
asymmetry data, we can also make a direct spectral dis-
tortion measurement, following the procedure of our pre-
vious publication [9]. Namely, we can generate an energy
spectrum that does not have a significant dependence
on A [up to O(bnA2)] by forming a super-sum as the
sum of the geometric means of the spin/detector pairs.
Therefore any polarization-dependent systematic effects
present in the asymmetry are largely suppressed in the
super-sum spectrum, as shown in [9]. The systematic er-
ror in the spectrum is dominated by energy calibration
uncertainty. We use the same procedure as was used
to estimate the asymmetry systematic error i.e. gener-
ating energy calibration variations defined by the error
envelopes in Fig. 1, and examining the distribution of
bn fits afterwards. The bias induced in bn due to these
variations is also estimated by examining several Monte
Carlo simulations with various input binput ∈ [−0.1, 0.1].
Other systematic effects are estimated using the tech-
niques in [9] and those uncertainties are included in the
value shown in Table II. The fit windows were chosen
on the low-end to avoid the trigger function (matching
the A analysis) but cut out more of the higher-energy
spectrum since there was low sensitivity to bn and in-
creasingly larger energy resolution systematics. After
fitting the spectral data to Eq. 2, we apply the bias
corrections described previously: -0.024 for 2011-2012,
0.158 for 2012-2013. An additional systematic error is
added for the spread in biases ∆b ≈ 0.012 for 2011-2012,
∆b ≈ 0.009 for 2012-2013. The same correlation reason-
ing is applied as in the bn bias correction for the asym-
metry dataset and therefore this spread in bias is added
linearly to the energy calibration systematic uncertainty.
The final unblinded fit results are shown in Table II.
Based on these fit results, we construct a weighted av-
erage from the independent asymmetry measurements.
Prior to unblinding, a decision was made to solely use the
asymmetry fit data primarily due to the fact that the en-
ergy calibration systematic uncertainty was not improved
between the the 2010 and 2011-2013 data-taking runs,
even though the statistics were improved in the 2011-
2013 data-taking runs. Since the systematic uncertainty
dominates the spectral extraction of bn and since this
uncertainty is highly correlated for the datasets, there is
no improvement in the limits on bn. Thus the spectral
fit results are shown primarily to compare and contrast
the difficulties with the energy calibration systematic er-
rors in any direct bn measurement, as a natural exten-
sion to the analysis done in [9]. The expected reduction
in both efficiency- and calibration-related systematic er-
rors for the asymmetry analysis is clearly demonstrated,
and suggests there is at least one robust path forward for
improved limits on the Fierz interference term in next-
generation angular correlation experiments.
Taking the 3-point weighted average of the 3 asym-
metry datasets, using a weighted error for the statisti-
cal error and a weighted average for the systematic er-
ror [27], we obtain a final measurement of bn = 0.066 ±
0.041stat±0.024syst. After combining the error in quadra-
ture, this corresponds to a 90% confidence interval of
b ∈ [−0.012, 0.144]. These final results are presented for
ultracold neutron β-decay data taken by the UCNA col-
laboration over the course of 3 years, with a sum to-
tal of 53 millions decays that pass all selection cuts.
This is a factor 2 improvement on the limit set on the
neutron Fierz interference term by the spectral analy-
sis techniques in [9], using a bn extraction applied to
the super-ratio construction of the beta asymmetry data
of [10, 11], providing improve limits on possible beyond
Standard Model tensor couplings. In addition, since the
limits set in this analysis are linked directly to possi-
ble Fierz-induced distortions to the energy-dependence
of the measured asymmetry, they are complementary to
limits derived from neutron lifetime and energy-averaged
asymmetry [28–31].
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